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locavore
Since the beginning of time, humans have been healed 

and pampered by the abundant and therapeutic 
properties of nature. Just imagine the mineral rich mud, 
thermal waters and skin-quenching plant oils that have 
been used to rejuvenate and heal long before the bottled 
varieties appeared. Nevertheless, somewhere along the 
way the wisdom of the healing traditions were shelved in 
favor of modern, and perhaps sexier, global formulations. 
While nature-based therapies were not completely lost, 
it is in response to our fast-paced and global appetite 
that consumer movements promoting sustainability and 
eco-awareness have organically grown and are gaining 
strength all over the world.  

Locavore is one such movement and is a term coined 
by San Francisco chef, Jessica Prentice, to describe people 
who consume and purchase goods that are grown or built 
locally (within 100-mile radius). Locavore movements 
such as LOHAS (Lifestyles of Health and Sustainability) 
and SLOW (Seasonal, Local, Organic and Whole), are 
steadily growing in numbers as people reject the notion 
that ‘newer and imported’ is better and seek to live with 
simplicity, in health and with greater connection to nature 
and their local communities. 

Spas have long sought new and innovative therapeutic elixirs 
to soothe the body and soul. From locations around the globe, 
spa-goers are tantalised by luxurious treatments that promise 
eternal youth and suppleness using cutting edge technology and 
products. While it is easy to think that these pioneering treatments 
are the norm, the locavore movement is proof that there is a 
growing demand to return to spa basics.

spas
writer Danielle Rippingale
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interest in world cuisines during the early to 
mid-20th century found us looking beyond 
what was locally available. This increased 
sophistication in food coupled with a desire 
for convenience saw an increased demand 
for food sourced beyond what was locally 
available. Whether it was avocados from 
Mexico, saffron from India or rice from Japan, 
the international scene was exploding with 
exotic choices. 

In 2011, more than 1,500 chefs 
and members of the American Culinary 
Association predicted the localisation of food 
sources as the biggest trend of the future that 
will see products that are sourced locally and 
food that is grown nearby, even in restaurants. 
In 2012, this forecast proved to be taking firm 
root in all corners of the globe and the spa 
industry is no exception in its utilisation of 
the local herbs and produce. 

All over the world, people are becoming 
more motivated to use local produce and 
goods because they are believed to taste 
better, be fresher and more nutritional than 
other produce since they are more likely 
to be derived from farms that use more 
natural and organic farming methods than 
farms that supply factories. Locavores are 

also motivated to support local farmers and 
small businesses and reduce environmental 
waste and degradation of soil, water and 
air. There is no denying the heavy costs 
the environment pays when our food is 
processed, treated, refrigerated and shipped 
long distances to our table. From farm to fork, 
the average meal has travelled a staggering 
2,400 km to reach your table, amounting to 
exorbitant energy costs and greenhouse gas 
emissions.

The clock is turning back to a time, not 
so long ago, when our daily lives centered 
around local and sustainable eating, healing 
and home maintenance practices. In every 
culture you will find recipes for wellness and 
beauty that drew upon the available local 
and natural resources known and passed on 
from generation to generation for their time-
honoured benefits. 

While these ‘garden to the kitchen’ 
recipes came to be viewed in many cultures 
as old-fashioned and inferior to modern-day 
beauty formulations, we are witnessing a 
rebirth of these traditions in many parts of 
the world as eco-conscious spas woo clients 
with effective spa therapies that are born 
from local wisdom and celebrate indigenous 

ingredients. 
The body is intelligent and the use 

of local natural ingredients to promote 
wellbeing makes a lot of sense. The powerful 
benefits of nature have been studied and 
used by many, including Dr Edward Bach 
who in the 1920s used flower essences to 
heal. He was one of the first in the scientific 
world to discover that flower essences and 
plant matter work on a cellular memory 
pattern that is recognised by our DNA thus 
promoting cellular repair and sustenance, as 
well as restoring a deep sense of wellbeing 
and inner harmony.

Locavore-friendLy SpaS 
With rich and diverse ecosystems, Asia is 
a treasure house of natural ingredients and 
nature-based healing traditions. Pamper 
yourself at these Asia-based spas as they 
return to basics and offer fresh and effective 
spa treatments that are deliciously custom-
blended from their natural surroundings. 

Shangri-La Tanjung aru 
reSorT, MaLaySia
Shangri-La’s Tanjung Aru Resort on the east 
coast of Malaysian Borneo is exquisitely 
surrounded by pristine nature and expansive 
ocean. Sitting on a standalone island 
connected to the resort by a private causeway 
is CHI, The Spa at Shangri-La. The Sense 
of Place treatment menu is inspired by the 
Bobohizan, the island’s native healers and 

Asia Pacific LOHAS founder, Adam 
Horler, describes the LOHAS movement as 
aiming “to bring balance back to our planet 
by inspiring individuals and businesses 
to find their own unique way of being 
environmentally friendly.” LOHAS recognises 
there is much to learn from the “deep 
respect for nature and an inherent belief 
in sustainability through the generations” 
that is at the root of Asian cultures. More 
than a trend, LOHAS seeks to tap into this 
Asian psyche and learn how we can build a 
new way of living that is less wasteful, more 
family-oriented and modest in its outlook. 
We can be encouraged that this is possible 
when the world’s largest consumer market, 
the USA, shows a following of 41 million 
LOHAS American consumers. 

While local may appear to be a new trend 
in many parts of the world, it is clear that this 
way of living is simply common sense and, 
sometimes, the only option in other parts of 
the world. This begs the question: why did we 
move away from local in the first place and 
what is bringing people back to basics? If we 
look at this trend in relation to our food, Tanya 
Steel, Editor-in-Chief of recipe website, www.
epicurious.com, suggests that the exploding 

uses ingredients that are indigenous and 
directly sourced from the island. The Borneo 
Therapy starts with a foot ritual using nutmeg, 
red ginger and betel leaf to remove negative 
energies, while the Borneo Volcanic Mud 
Wrap uses local volcanic clay containing 
high concentrations of trace minerals to 
detoxify. Using the best of the island’s 
offerings, your body will glow with the Pearl 
Cocoa Scrub of cocoa beans, soya, ginger, 
pegaga leaf and crushed pearls from the bays 
of Semporna Island.  The Cooling Bayu Wrap 
is nature’s remedy for sunburnt skin and uses 
a mixture of fresh avocado, mango, guava 
and aloe vera. 

Local treatments currently make up 30 
percent of spa bookings, as awareness grows 

the treatments are becoming more popular 
particularly with European, American, 
Australian and Japanese guests. All 19 of the 
CHI spas around the world are encouraged 
to develop and introduce treatments that 
promote their local culture and resources. 

Six SenSeS Soneva Kiri reSorT, 
ThaiLand
The lush tropical rainforest of Thailand’s 
southeastern coast is home to the divinely 
eco-conscious Six Senses Soneva Kiri Resort. 
Designed with “intelligent luxury” in mind, 
the resort fuses nature with inspired service, 
design and experiences, from the spa to its 
sustainable and renewably sourced building 
materials and furnishings. 

Preserving and supporting local 
communities and their traditions, Six Senses 
Spa takes full advantage of its rich natural 
surroundings and incorporates indigenous 
herbs and plants into their delectable SLOW 
LIFE Treatments. The Tropical Bliss Journey is 
a natural symphony of local seasonal fruits 
like papaya, mixed with cleansing and toning 
rice grains. The body is cooled and hydrated 
using aloe vera, lavender and a banana 
leaf wrap, culminating in a Thai silk facial 
that uses actual silk cocoons for radiance. 
The SLOW LIFE Facial uses fresh herbs and 
vegetables from the resorts very own organic 
garden and pure organic honey from a honey 
farm on Mai Si Island. With Six Senses spas 
around the globe, the regional indigenous 

Locavore movements  
are steadily growing 
in numbers as people 
reject the notion that 
‘newer and imported’ 
is better and seek to 

live with simplicity, 
in health and with 

greater connection to 
nature and their local 

communities.

THIS PAgE: Purifying facial at Six Senses Resorts & Spas; Cooling Bayu product at Shangri-La’s Tanjung Aru Resort; Treatment room at Hotel De La Paix. OPPOSITE PAgE: 
Borneo therapy at Chi Spa at Shangri-La’s Tanjung Aru Resort. OPENINg PAgE: Woman Enjoying Exfoliating Spa Treatment.
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the world, since just thinking about the 
distinctive and aromatic herbs and plants 
used in Southeast Asian cuisine sends the 
taste buds into overdrive. See life in this 
small town from a different perspective with 
a culinary excursion to the local market 
with the hotel’s chef. guests can learn 
about the local produce that distinguishes 
Laotian cuisine from its Thai and Vietnamese 
neighbours, like banana flowers, Laotian 
garlic, and riverweed and do a hands-on 
cooking class at the resort.

four SeaSonS, chiang Mai, 
ThaiLand
The aromas and flavours of lemongrass and 
chilli are synonymous with Thai cuisine, and 
the Thai Collection at The Spa, Four Seasons 
Resort in Chiang Mai provide an equally 
scrumptious offering of Thai organic herbs, 
roots, flower and fruits. 

Spa Manager, Piyanooch Ruangrangsrirut 
shares some of the novel indigenous 
ingredients used in the popular Thai 
collection: tamarind for antioxidant and 
anti-ageing effects; pandan leaves for 
moisturising; sesame for skin conditions and 
softening; and white orchid for nourishment 
of the skin. ‘Plai’ is a Southeast Asian root 
from the ginger family that medical research 
has confirmed what the locals have known 
for centuries, that ‘plai’ has strong anti-
inflammatory benefits making it the perfect 
application for muscle relief and joint pain. 

The Spa blends their body scrubs on-site 
using deliciously organic natural ingredients 
that guests could easily mistake for the lunch 
menu with names like Rice and Spice Body 
Scrub and Honey Seed Body Rub.

WiLd earTh, KaThMandu
From the tropics to the mountains, 
Kathmandu-based Wild Earth sees women 
as the wisdom keepers of plant-based health 
and healing and so it isn’t surprising to learn 
that Wild Earth was born from a genuine 
desire to support the economic development 
of women from poor communities in Nepal 
through the production and sale of its herbal 
spa products. 

gathered from a treasure house of 
medicinal and aromatic plants and herbs 
in the Himalayan region, Wild Earth not 

spa offerings range from Arabian Herbal 
glow and Dates Wrap in Kuwait to Lavender 
Massage in Barcelona.

In support of the local community, the Six 
Senses Spa Shop sells local items including 
organic coconut oil that is handmade by 
the spa team on site from naturally fallen 
coconuts. Local families make hair clips from 
the coconut husks left over from the making 
of the coconut oil. Honey from Mai Si is 
also available and comes with the following 
recipe card to make your own toner - like 
that used in the SLOW LIFE Facial.

parK hyaTT,SieM reap, 
caMbodia
Famous for the awe-inspiring temple 
ruins of Angkor, the Cambodian town of 
Siem Reap continues to lure travellers in 
search of ancient cultures and traditions 
with Spa Indochine at Park Hyatt Siem 
Reap. Incorporating local ingredients and 
timeless body treatments, Spa Indochine 
offers traditional Khmer treatments using 
fresh ingredients that are custom blended 
on site daily. The Khmer Palm Sugar Wrap 
will leave your skin soft and nourished with 
a mixture of palm sugar, aloe vera, jasmine, 
plant oils and minerals. The most famous 
of the temples is the five lotus towered 
Angkor Wat, so it is fitting that the Khmer 

Lotus Scrub blends the exotic extracts from 
lotus, hibiscus and frangipani that are rich in 
AHA’s to tone, moisturise and soften. 

With an ongoing commitment to their 
local community, Spa Indochine proudly 
supports Krousar Thmey, a local NgO for 
the blind. The blind massage therapists have 
an extraordinary sense of the body and gift 
of touch and will expertly dissolve tension 
from your body. Enjoy a ‘blind’ massage at 
the hotel and they will donate 50 percent of 
the proceeds to this local charity.

Named after the Cambodian pepper, 
Meric offers authentic and seasonally 

inspired Khmer dishes using fresh herbs and 
produce purchased each morning from local 
farmers and markets. The senses delight in 
the aromas and flavours of ginger, galangal 
and lemongrass – a basic in Khmer cooking. 
Kan Rinna, Director of Food and Beverage 
at Park Hyatt Siem Reap shares that, “in the 
Khmer kitchen, lemongrass and kaffir lime 
leaf are always add to soup for aroma and 
taste and is also believed to cure the cold 
and reduce the blood pressure.” The Khmer 
tasting menu offers specialities that will raise 
the eyebrows of even the most adventurous 
locavore with dishes like ‘stir-fried frog with 
fresh ginger.’

hoTeL de La paix, Luang 
prabang, LaoS
The spa therapists at Hotel de la Paix in 
Luang Prabang marry century-old therapies 
and an intuitive sense of wellness with 
traditional Laotian ingredients. Coffee 
lovers will feel a buzz of a different kind 
with the Skinny Moccocino – a treatment 
that uses locally grown coffee and coconut 
to smooth, tone and hydrate, followed by a 
body wrap of white volcanic clay, coconut, 
cocoa and extracts of vanilla and cananga 
for a firming effect.  

It is not surprising that cooking classes 
are popular with travellers to this part of 
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Other unique ingredients include yak milk 
soap that is blended with red clay, lavender 
and honey to make a moisturising soap and 
massage oils derived from alpine forests of 
juniper and rhodedendron. Empowering 
women and communities, preserving nature 
and the healing wisdoms and using local 
ingredients to promote health and wellness 
never felt better.

LooKing ahead
Looking to local in order to connect and 
support local communities, be healthy, and 
minimise the impact on the earth makes 
sense. It is just a matter of time before more 
and more spas around the globe will wake 
up to the bounty that Mother Nature has 
laid at their feet. 

For more information about living locally visit: 
www.locavores.com, www.lohas-asia.org, 
www.localharvest.org

only ensures that plants are harvested in a 
sustainable way, but also works with Tibetan 
doctors to preserve the knowledge of the 
healing traditions of Tibetan medicine. In 
fact, Wild Earth prides itself as being the 
first authentic spa line to be based on the 
1500-year-old medical tradition of Tibet and 
the High Himalayas called ‘Sowa Rigpa’ 
meaning, ‘the wisdom healing.’

 Wild Earth also draws upon the wisdom 
of Ayurveda to create hand-crafted spa 
products that are celebrated by a growing 
list of Nepal spas and hotels like the Hyatt 
Regency, Chhahari boutique lodge, Shivapuri 
Eco Resort; Traditional Homes; Tiger Tops in 
Chitwan; and Tiger Mountain Lodges and 
The Temple and Tree Resort and Spa in 
Pokhara. Herbs like nettle, which soothes 
sensitive skin, are grown in the various 
microclimates of Nepal and are handcrafted 
using cold press methods to create only the 
best raw ingredients for effective skincare. 

We are witnessing 
a rebirth of local 
traditions in many 
parts of the world 

as eco-conscious 
spas woo clients 

with effective spa 
therapies that are born 
from local wisdom and 
celebrate indigenous 

ingredients.

THIS PAgE: Tsampa Therapy at Wild Earth. OPPOSITE PAgE: Honey date detox wrap at Six Senses Resorts & Spas.

hoTeL niKKo princeSS


